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Introduction
In less than a decade, the community solar market
has become the fastest-growing segment of the solar
industry. However, it has yet to fully deliver on one of its
original promises — to increase widespread access to
solar, especially for those with existing barriers to solar
market participation.
While over 90 percent of Americans could benefit from
community solar, there are barriers preventing many
from signing up. For example, an apartment renter in
Rhode Island who’s interested in local community solar
is a prime subscriber candidate. Without owning their
own home, investing in rooftop solar is not an option.
However, if that same renter made a late payment on
their student loans, taking a hit on their credit score,
they’d never qualify for a community solar subscription.
Alternatively, a homeowner in New York who can’t afford
the upfront cost of a rooftop solar installation is another
excellent candidate for a community solar subscription.
Unfortunately, if they are hesitant about entering their
social security number or making a 20-year contractual
agreement, they will likely pass on the opportunity.

Community solar

Community solar is a critical piece of the
clean energy future, with the potential
to reach the 75 - 113 million American
homes and businesses without clear
access to onsite solar options.
According to SEIA, nearly 1.4 GW of
community solar has been deployed in
the U.S., with another 3 GW to be added
over the next several years - enough to
power almost half a million homes.

These situations are not uncommon among potential
community solar subscribers, and the community solar
market will have to mature in order to deliver on its
promises. Policies must improve (including the broader
availability of community solar), product offerings must
be more attractive, and developers must get better at
timely project execution. These three core pillars have
already started to evolve, but beyond them is another
important function standing in the way of widespread
community solar adoption - the availability of attractive
financing.
Financiers have traditionally looked to the strength
of individual solar project customers during the
underwriting process. Because solar projects can
represent millions of dollars of investment, community
solar investors look for creditworthy subscribers
represented by investment grade rated corporate
subscribers, or residential subscribers with high FICO
scores, 20 or 25-year contracts, and significant penalties
for early termination. Yet, these requirements have
proven to significantly reduce customer demand and
participation. Developers and financiers will need to
offer more attractive subscriptions to ensure customer
interest will meet the size of the opportunity.

89% of Americans favor
expanding use of solar power1

1 - https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/10/05/
americans-strongly-favor-expanding-solar-power-to-helpaddress-costs-and-environmental-concerns/

Reliable subscription payments without the need for customer credit checks
In assessing the reliability of customer payment, financiers have often looked to credit scores like FICO.
Credit scores can be useful indicators of whether someone will make future payments, but for community
solar, the costs significantly outweigh the benefits.
There are three specific problems with using credit scores to assess community solar subscribers:
Credit scores may not actually correlate with utility bill (and community solar) payments. With
many customer repayment models like FICO, payment history is a minority factor in the total score,
and on-time utility bill payments is typically not included. Instead, FICO focuses on existing credit
lines and credit length. These may be useful for evaluating whether a customer can take on new
debt, but may not be entirely relevant for existing baseline bills, like utilities.
Consumers already have an established track record with utility bills. Many pay an electric, gas, and
water bills every month. Over ten years, these payments provide 360 directly relevant data points.
Consumers also prioritize utility bills to maintain service, which means that other payment types (a
mortgage, an auto loan, student loan, etc.) may not be useful proxies for determining if someone
will pay for solar energy every month. While public data on utility bill repayment is limited, estimates
for “on-bill” payments on energy efficiency products show default rates less than 3%1.
Community solar non-payment is driven by customer churn, not customer defaults. Even the most
creditworthy individuals will likely need to cancel their subscriptions at some point. For example,
about 10% of U.S. residents move every year. Whether these customers move next door or out of the
country, a moving event triggers similar challenges:
•
•

If they stay in the same utility service territory, will customers remember to notify the
community solar provider of the move?
If the customer leaves the utility service territory, what is the process for replacing that
subscriber in a community solar project?
Customer issue

Percent of customers impacted

Moving to another house

9.8%

Skip payment on utility-run energy efficiency program
(discovered above)

3.0%

Default on utility payment

1.0% - 2.5%1

Default on Arcadia Power payment

0.3%

1 - Based on an anecdotal sample of utility-reported discounts due to “uncollectibles” in purchase of receivables (POR) filings, e.g., Delmarva Power, NYSEG, Ameren

1 - State and Local Energy Efficiency Action Network’s (SEE Action) “Financing Energy Improvements on Utility Bills: Market Updates and Program Design Considerations for Policymakers and
Administrators.” https://www4.eere.energy.gov/seeaction/system/files/documents/onbill_financing.pdf

Credit score requirements create a bad customer experience. If the main challenge to
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subscription fee payments is subscriber churn, rather than default, then creating additional gating
factors to customer qualification will only raise initial and ongoing customer management costs.

Many financiers have outlined an arbitrary 700 FICO score, approximately representing the
average U.S. credit score. About 40% of people are below this cutoff point. A filter of 700+ FICO
score could eliminate as much as 60% of otherwise qualified customers, Including the 19% of
American adults who are “credit invisible.” Additionally, low credit scores are unevenly distributed
across the population. Low-income households, African-Americans, young people, and women
are disproportionately impacted by a reliance on credit scores, effectively being locked out of the
community solar market.
Credit checks can also complicate the customer sign up process. Requiring them can decrease
sign-up completions from customers unwilling to provide social security numbers or authorization
for credit checks and even reduce the effectiveness of certain customer acquisition channels. This
is particularly problematic for projects that don’t lock customers into long-term contracts with
exit fees. A more painful acquisition process diminishes the ability for an existing project to resubscribe capacity.
A better solution to mitigating risks
Ironically, all of this demonstrates that a high customer credit requirement can actually increase the
risk to project returns. Developers and financiers must recognize credit checks as a crude model that
may be ill-suited to measuring community solar repayment risk. Rather than relying on screening
methods that may or may not solve the underlying challenge, the community solar industry should
focus on creating an environment and process that actually reduces risk of non-payment.
We’ve identifed three guiding practices to replace credit score checks, and reduce risk of nonpayment:
Delivering an attractive and seamless customer experience. The first thing the industry has to
do is develop products that give customers guaranteed savings without early termination fees.
Subscriptions that attempt to transfer risk onto the customer will result in reduced interest,
ultimately increasing the cost of the project.
Customers should also receive dedicated support after signing up for a subscription. Continued
market education and customer support on new energy products is critical to ensuring that they
will remain satisfied with the benefits and service.

Bundled payments lead to reliability. Customers nearly always pay their utility bills, but receiving
two bills can be incredibly confusing. As previously mentioned, examples in different utilities
show that customer default rates range from 1.0–2.5%. Coupling the community subscription fee
with the customer’s utility bill ensures that customers will also pay their subscription fee with the
same reliability.

Evaluating risk at a portfolio level. Finally, the risk that ultimately matters isn’t the risk of
any single customer paying their subscription fee, but the risk of any portion of the overall
subscription fees being paid. This is a subtle distinction with big implications.
In most large utility territories, there can be hundreds of potential community solar customers
for every space in a community solar project. If a customer stops paying their subscription fee,
a strong subscription manager with an attractive community solar product can move delinquent
customers off the project quickly and replace them with a new subscriber.
At Arcadia Power, we’ve built a community solar product offering based on these insights — one that
greatly reduces nonpayment risk. First, our model was constructed to ensure guaranteed savings for
subscribers, and we don’t charge termination fees. Our members also have access to a dedicated
support team that can answer any questions about their subscription.
Second, we have built a consolidated billing and payments system allowing members to pay their
utility bill and community solar subscription at the same time with credit card and bank debit
autopay options. Third, our large member base diversifies the risk of nonpayment. Members added
to a project are pulled from a pre-qualified waitlist. They have an active monthly billing relationship,
receive energy services from Arcadia Power, and most importantly, can be seamlessly swapped in for
a member that cancels or otherwise leaves the project.
Data shows that our approach works. Since January 2018, our members have paid more than 99.7% of
the amount owed on their power bills when they pay through Arcadia Power. This is a better payment
record than any utility. And since community solar policies allow Arcadia Power to replace defaulting
customers with new members, the potential net loss on community solar projects due to nonpayment
is erased.

Conclusion

Project developers and financiers must get
comfortable with community solar. This is particularly
true for financiers who have gotten comfortable with
investing in distributed solar assets and for whom
community solar is a new type of investment. While
the novelty can be perceived as risk, our data shows
that well-managed community solar can ultimately
deliver a risk profile on par or better than traditional
distributed solar assets.
With a customer-centric subscription product,
an active subscription manager, and a customer
platform that makes community solar benefits
transparent and easy to access, community solar
can achieve lower costs, better customer value, and
ultimately scale well beyond its current size.
The renter in Rhode Island would never have to worry
about a low credit score, the homeowner in New York
would not be hesitant about signing up because of
an onerous signup process and credit check, and
potential subscribers just like them would flood the
market with demand.

